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HOW TO PAINT
GALVANIZED 

METAL ROOFS

Handy tips on how to paint a 
galvanised metal roof and which 

products to use

There are no short-cuts. Always follow the 
correct drying time recommendations.

Always follow the instructions on the product 
label for best results. 

Preparation and correct product application 
are important.

HANDY PAINTING TIPS
Clean your brushes used for PVA with a pail of 
soapy water after use. Work the bristles with 
your hand. 

Clean your brushes used for enamel paint, 
with Mineral Turpentine instead of soapy 
water. Rinse the brush clean.

Use the correct safety equipment for your 
own safety for e.g. safety glasses, gloves and 
protective jacket and pants.

Work from an extension ladder instead of 
going on the roof if possible. It’s usually safer 
to work from a ladder instead of on the roof. 

Use a paint roller with a long handle to reach 
patches far away from you.

Wear a harness with a safety rope if possible.

Work with a friend to stay safe. Safety is very 
important when working on your roof. 

IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW OUR PRODUCT RANGE

PRODUCT NAME

SPECIALITY PRODUCTS

NEO Roof 
paint

NEO Heat 
Reflective 
Roof paint

NEO Epoxy 
floor paint

NEO Elastic  
Water-

proofing

NEO Repair 
paste

APPLICATION  
AREAS

INTERIOR X X X

EXTERIOR X X X X X

SURFACES

CEMENT X X

CEMENT TILE X X

CERAMIC TILES X

CONCRETE X X

FIBRE CEMENT X X X X

FLOOR X

METAL PRIMED PRIMED PRIMED PRIMED

PLASTER X X X X

ROOF X X CONCRETE

WOOD X



Use a paint scraper or a putty knife to scrape away 
loose paint on previously painted metal roofs.

Press the scraper or knife firmly against the paint, but 
make sure you don’t damage the metal underneath. 

Don’t worry about patches where the paint is in good 
shape, as you can simply paint over those. 

1

Ensure that the metal is clean and free from dust, oil, 
chemicals etc. 

Clean the metal with NEO Metal Conditioner to 
remove the oil and grease.

Brush the metal with a stiff nylon brush and rinse 
after 15 minutes with clean tap water.

2

3 Remove all rust by sanding 
back the area to the bare 
metal. 

Check for loose roofing 
nails, and seal all flashing 
and nails with NEO Elastic 
Waterproofing. 

Apply using a brush.

4

5 Apply 2-3 coats of NEO Roof Paint or NEO Heat 
Reflective Roof by means of a brush, roller or spray. 

Thickness of the layers is essential for the 
performance of the roof paint and to ensure 
adequate UV Resistance.
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Hamilton’s 25 or 50mm 
Perfection Ensign Brush

Spot paint bare metal areas with NEO Corrotec 
Primer or NEO Corroguard Primer recommended 
for galvanized metal surfaces.
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Hamilton’s Specialist 
Ellipse Roof 140mm 

Brush

Hamilton’s Stainless 
Steel Scraper 50mm

Wire brushM
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Scraper Sand paperPaint Tray Paint Roller Paint Brush

Paint tray 225mm

Painting the roof of your home can 
improve the look and increase the 

value. A well cared-for roof is as easy 
as following the steps:

Hamilton’s Specialist Roof 
Renovator 140mm Brush

Nylon brush


